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September 2009 - Editorial

Welcome to the belated September 2009 issue of Capital Philately. I regret the delays in publishing
the journal and have made a decision to combine the December 2009 and March 2010 issues into
one large issue. This will be printed in time for Canberra Stampshow 2010 and will bring the
journal back on track. Whilst I regret the partial loss of an issue an editor can only use what he
receives, so please write something and send it to me. Simple one page book reviews are quite
useful and most people enjoy reading them. They are also very useful filler articles as illustrated by
the review by Paul Xavier in this issue. That particular review was a pleasant surprise as it came
unsolicited.

The other articles in this issue include a continuation of my overview of Israeli revenue stamps.
Marilyn Gendek provides a fascinating article on her area of interest - nursing. It is both an
interesting article and a good piece of research. The mystery stamp in question was always
considered to be of World War I vintage until Marilyn started digging and proved that it was
produced after World War II. If nothing else we do get variety in Capital Philately. Finally the
postcard article looks at a relatively recent Australian printer of postcards and also represents
original research. There will be a part two of this article looking at the C A Pitt postcards of South
Australia.

The other item I would like to bring your attention to is Canberra Stampshow 20 IO. This will be on
us before we know it, and we need your help. It takes a lot of work to put on an exhibition and the
committee has been working hard. What we need from members is help in manning the entry table.
We need at least two people on the front table at all times and if you and friend volunteer for two
hours a day we will soon have it covered. So please contact Lisa Slade on 6294 2398 and she will
slot you in. We also need help putting up exhibits on the Thursday which is not a hard job and is a
good way to see the exhibits first hand. Remember this is our main fund raising event.

Darryl Fuller
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The Florence Nightingale International Foundation and an Australian
Mystery Stamp Revealed.

Marilyn Ann Gendek

This year, 2009, has been the 75th

Anniversary of the Florence Nightingale
International Foundation (FNIF), the premier
foundation of the International Council of
Nurses (lCN). As part of the celebrations, I
was invited by the FNIF to put together a
stamp display about Florence Nightingale.
This was exhibited during the ICN 24th
Quadrennial Congress in Durban, South
Africa, 27 June - 4 July. (Figures. 1 and 2)

The Florence Nightingale International
Foundation
The ICN is the world's first and widest
reaching international organisation for health
professionals. It was founded on 1 July 1899
and its establishment was a culmination of the
seeds sown by its founders for the national
and international organisation of nursing,
professional standards, and registration of

nurses.

Figure 1 & 2: Photographs of the exhibit (and author)

2

The history of the FNIF
commenced in Cologne in
1912, at the first Congress held
by the ICN after the death of
Florence Nightingale (Figure
3). It was agreed at this
meeting to honour the life and
work of Florence Nightingale
with a memorial, and this was
to be a living memorial in the
form of an endowed
foundation for post-graduate
nursmg education.
Unfortunately, WWl
interrupted plans, but in 1929
the memorial concept was re-
activated at the ICN Congress
in Montreal.

An ICN Florence Nightingale
Memorial Committee was
announced and soon Florence
Nightingale committees were
established in countries of ICN
member associations (Figure
4). The first meeting of the
proposed Foundation was held
on 5 July 1934 and the
Florence Nightingale
International Foundation
(FNIF) became an autonomous
organisation under British law,
with its own governing body
and a mandate to develop and
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The stamp exhibit in Durban
presented a story of Florence
Nightingale. It included not
only stamps but postcards and
ephemera. The display was in
the form of an open class
philatelic exhibit, but with
minimal technical information

for the audience, and consisted of three
frames totalling 45 pages. The first frame
covered the early years of Florence
Nightingale and the Crimea period. The
second frame highlighted post-Crimea events
associated with Florence Nightingale, such as
nursing education, the Red Cross and

r. .....A .J

Fig 3. - View of Florence Nightingale's Room at Kaiserswerth
- August 8th 1912.
The photograph was taken when delegates at the lCN Congress in
Cologne visited the Deaconesses hospital at Kaiserswerth where
Florence Nightingale undertook some training. The window of her
room is draped with the Union Jack flag. A copy of the photo can also
befound in the first history oflCN published in 1931.

promote nursing
wide.(Figure 5)

education world

Today programs of the FNIF include:
• Scholarships and fellowships designed

to enable nurses to undertake projects.
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• FNIF research projects
aimed to advance health
issues internationally,
and increase nursing
knowledge such as the;

o The Girl Child
Initiative - FNIF
launched the
Girl Child Policy
and Research
Project in 2000
to address health
policy issues
affecting girls
aged 10 to 14
years. This led to
the establishment
in May 2005 of
the Girl Child
Education Fund
which supports
the education of

orphaned
daughters of
nurses in

developing
countries .

• The International
Achievement Award -
given every two years to
a mid-career practising
nurse who is currently
influencing nursing
internationally.

3
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Fig 4 - Great Britain - the first National Florence Nightingale Memorial Committee.
Now called the Florence Nightingale Foundation, this official cover and postmark were issued in 1970
coinciding with the release of the only official postage stamp produced in Great Britain in honour of
Florence Nightingale. This Committee, and one in Ireland seem to be the only ones that still exist. In
Australia, the national Committee and branches ceased, and the Florence Nightingale Scholarship
fund is now held by the Royal College of Nursing Australia.

International Nurses Day; while the third
frame addressed memorials, in particular the
FNIF. The title page contained an item from
Australia which I will now describe
(Figure 6).

The Florence Nightingale Memorial
Committee of NSW - Fund Raising Stamps
After 1934, three states in Australia formed
Florence Nightingale Memorial Committees.
These were Victoria, South Australia and
Western Australia, and they ran fund raising
campaigns to send funds to the FNIF in
London. It was not until 1946 that a National
Florence Nightingale Committee of Australia
was established, and by the end of that year,
Committees (Branches) were in place in all
Australian states. Each year around Nurses
Day (or Flag Day), the Committees would
actively fund raise amongst the community.

4

Fig 5 - Turkey 1958. Red Crescent,
commemorating the Florence
Nightingale International Foundation.
The last set of official postal tax stamps
issued by Turkey.

The NSW Branch of the Florence Nightingale
Memorial Committee of Australia developed
a distinctive logo for its identity. The design
consisted of an image of Florence Nightingale
with a lamp, with the words "Florence
Nightingale Memorial. New South Wales"
and was coloured red and blue. The design
was used on stamps and labels printed for
raising funds, and also on pins (Figure 7). It

Volume 27, No.4



Fig 6 - Fundraising stamps - NSW
Branch of the Florence Nightingale
Memorial Committee of Australia.
My block consists of 15 stamps, but in a sample
of a complete sheet that I have seen, the stamps
appear to have been printed in sheets of 24,
with printing carried out in opposite directions
per half sheet.

was a block of the stamps which I used as an
appropriate introduction to my exhibit in
Durban in July.

The pins, or badges are quite common, and
my background and knowledge of the
organisation put me in a good position to
know from where these pins had originated.
Often this design is mistaken for patriotic
fundraising, particularly World War 1, and
this is prevalent in descriptions on the internet
(Figure 8).

(A162)
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Fig 8 - Lapel labels. The 1/- label is in my.
collection, but the 6d label is listed in Alan
Jackson's First World War Labels of Australia
and New Zealand in Part 4, Doubtful Entries. It
is described as a lapel label in orange and
brown. However, it is incorrectly proposed that
the issue date may have been before or during
WWL applying a military connection with
Florence Nightingale's work in the Crimean
War to support the proposal. Given that the
fundraising stamps have a value of 3d, the year
of issue of the lapel labels may be the same
time, but this is still to be verified.

The Florence Nightingale MaJrtIriit ~e of Australia

were used. Income from the stamps was also
listed in 1948-49, but for a considerably less
amount, and these may have been
"remainders". There are no entries for stamps

---------------------------------------~-------------------------------------- after this year.
Unfortunately, the
financial statements
noted were the only
record of the stamps
and there was no
documentation in the
archives about the
designer of the logo,

or receipts from the printer of the stamps.
Further information is still being pursued.

8 Deoember 1955.

Fig 7 - Letterhead of the NSW Branch of the Florence Nightingale
Memorial Committee of Australia

When I first came across the stamps, I knew
where they were from and that they would
have been issued after the World War II, but I
did not know when or how they had been
used. My search of the organisation's archives
revealed they were listed in the financial
statements for 1947-48, being itemised as
"Stamp drive", with 1948 being the year they

Volume 27, No.4

While my block of fundraising cinderellas,
issued in the same colour as the logo design
with a value of 3d, provided a bright and very
relevant first page for the display exhibit to
celebrate 75 years of the Florence Nightingale
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International Foundation, I am unaware of the
same or similar block of the item being
exhibited. An illustration of a single example
has appeared in Stamps News with queries as
to its origins, and a single issue was auctioned
by Status International in 2008. I hope that
this information has partly solved the mystery
of the stamps and the labels for some of you,
and I would be grateful to receive any
suggestions regarding possible printers of the
stamps.

Bibliography and further reading on the
Florence Nightingale International
Foundation. http://www .fuif.org/index.html

Acknowledgement - I would like to
acknowledge the valuable assistance provided
to me in South Africa by Cedric Roche and
Harry Birkhead, both signatories of the Roll
of Distinguished Philatelists of South Africa
(RDPSA) and FIP judges. They provided me
with the three exhibit frames I needed and
drove from Johannesburg to Durban to
deliver them, help me set them up, and
arranged for collection at the end.

Book Review

The Stamps of the Territory of New
Guinea: 1925-32 Huts Issue

Dedicated to the late W C (Billy) Houston.
Authored by R A D Heward, Robert Garratt
and David Heward rr edn - 2008).
Published by the authors. Printed by Sloan
and Partner Ltd., Weymouth, Dorset, DT4
9TY, UK. Cost £25 pounds plus postage.
Email contactdaveheward@msn.com.
Awarded a Vermeil medal at Chicagopex
(USA) in 2008.

The Huts issues of the Territory of New
Guinea, have generally been overlooked in
favour of the issues of British New Guinea
and Papua. R A D Heward was a long
standing member of the Papuan Philatelic
Society (PPS) and a collector of the
Territory's issues for some 40 years. The
study of the issues was conducted over 4
years, with input from PPS members
worldwide.
The scope of the study includes the design,
production and printing of the definitive
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THE TERRITORY
OJ'

NEW GUINEA

19lI:S - 1932
HUTS ISSUES

issues, including illustrations of the printing
techniques used, sheet layout and positional
varieties. Shades are noted and illustrated in
colour. There is a thorough discussion of
gums and papers. Quantities printed and
destroyed are also provided. Specimens and
forgeries are noted and illustrated. Details on
the OS printings and the airmail overprints are
also covered. An extensive bibliography has
also been provided.

It was intended that this be the first book on
the issues of the Territory of New Guinea. A
further volume was planned to cover the
commemorative issues, the Huts issues
overprinted Stamp Duty, the Bird of Paradise
issues and the Bulolo adhesives.
Unfortunately, Mr R A D Heward passed
away in 2009, before this additional work
could be undertaken.

Nevertheless, he together with his co-authors
have produced a very useful reference work
and the first volume which comprehensively
deals with the Huts issues. Without this
research, the platform to encourage a new
generation of collectors in this field would not
have been possible.

Paul Xavier

Volume 27, No.4
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An Overview of Israeli Revenue
Stamps - Part 3

Darryl Fuller

(continued from February 2009)

Accounting Tax Stamps (Mas Heshbonot)

The accounting tax stamps of Israel are
probably the most seen revenues of Israel as
they were used for over 27 years (in various
formats) to legalise bills of sale by being
placing on invoices. They were printed in the
familiar stamp-tab format with the stamp
being placed on the receiver's copy and the
tabs placed on the seller's copy. There use
stopped in 1977 following the introduction of
a Value Added Tax. These stamps could be
purchased at any post office. Their longevity,
combined with several different issues makes
this an interesting series of stamps. As they
were so widely used, used copies of most
stamps are easy to find but mint examples are
much harder to find, particularly the high
values. This can also be explained by the fact
that the tax rate was quite low initially (less
than 0.1% at some stage) and lower values
saw more use as the highest values needed
quite high invoices to be used.

There are seven distinct series plus a group of
anomalies and I will discuss these as follows.

Pruta Values

The first accounting tax series was
denominated in pruta, was issued in 1949, and
saw use through to 1959. The stamps were
issued in strips of ten tab-stamp pairs and
were probably printed in sheets of 30 or 40
stamps and cut into strips. Each stamp had a
serial number prefixed by No, Nr or No, and
sometimes with no prefix - although the latter
may have been caused by poor guillotining.
Each stamp in the strip of ten had the same
serial number but each stamp had an
additional control number from 1-10 at right.
Examples of this series are illustrated in
Figure 25. The set comprised stamps of value
25 (lilac), 50 (orange), 100 (blue), 250

Volume 27, No.4
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PerrA Watermark Israel

Figure 25 First accounting series - pruta values

(orange) and 500pr (olive-brown). In addition
the 25pr exists in green, the 50pr in olive-
brown and 250pr in green. I am yet to find a
copy of the 25pr green or the 50p olive-
brown.

My research on used copies of this series
indicates that they can be found with Israel or
stag watermarks and the 100pr with no
watermark. Stamps can also be found with
one of four different perforation combinations
including rouletted between stamp and tab.
Not all stamps exist in all combinations but I
have found 23 different stamps to date. The
50pr and 1OOpr were by far the most
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commonly used with over 5 million of the
50pr, and 7 million of the 100pr issued.
Figure 26 shows a typical invoice with these

with similar low numbers. Figure 27
illustrates a mint example of one of these
stamps and you will note that the value is only

rI-===::-:---:=============--=--::"=-=-=-=-==--' missing from the stamp but is
included on the tab. Why they
were printed like this I don't
know, but one theory has it that
they were issued as an interim
measure when the stamps were
about to be reissued as agorot
values. I don't believe this but
have my own theory. The stamps
all have perforation/watermark
combinations that equate to the
earliest printings of the issued
stamps but were printed in
different colours. This, combined
with the low serial numbers tends
to indicate that they were
probably printed first. They could
be trials that were subsequently
issued (either deliberately or by
mistake) but the number that must
have been printed suggest

otherwise. I believe that the stamps were
originally printed like this and over 70,000 of
some values were printed. However, the
missing monetary unit must have been noticed
and a decision was made to correct this prior
to issue. In correcting this, it would seem that
a decision was also made to issue the stamps
in five different colours, rather than two. It
would also appear that rather than destroy the
earlier printing, they were kept and some were
issued during a shortage of accounting tax
stamps, prior to more being printed. This
would explain their scarcity. They are scarce
used and rare mint (I have seen two) and
unknown (to me) on document.

A. GUTFREUND
RAINCOAT MIHUFAClUtERS

T£l.AVIV, 43. Nachlal Benyamin Street
Phone: 61418, 66519

,"ucn

43 rO'lJ rnrn JIO' .J.':JIC':ln
65519 .61418 :.10

Dale

INVOICE No. "I .0D 11:Jwn
._._________ 1-:-.,_~~.J_"\ I" ~_ \ ' i .J.

t ' 0

I'
I

,. \~ .~.

}

Figure 26 Typical invoice bearing 4 ofthe five pruta value accounting
stamps. (50%)

stamps used. These stamps are very easy to
find used (with the exception of the 25pr
green and 50pr olive-brown), although the
500pr is seen less often. The stamps are scarce
mint with original gum especially the 500pr
value and I doubt anyone could put together a
set of all perforation/watermark combinations
mint.

Monetary Unit Missing

',1)500 ;'1/6

To complicate this story further there are three
other values known with no monetary unit on
the stamp. These three stamps are illustrated
in Figure 28. They appear to be from the next
revenue series and the colours equate to the 1
lirot (red), 2 lirot (brown) and 5 lirot (plum)
values. They also are generally found with
quite low serial numbers. I have not heard of
any complete mint examples of these three
stamps. Given they are printed in the issued
colours, I don't think that these are trials and I
find it hard to believe that they would have

Volume 27, No.4
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Figure 27 Complete stamp showing missing monetary unit.

Wallerstein lists, and I have found, accounting
tax stamps with the same design as the pruta
values but with no monetary unit indicated on
the stamp. These exist as 25 (blue), 50
(orange), 100 (blue), 25 0 (orange) and 500
(blue). The 25 blue is unlisted by Wallerstein.
These stamps are generally found as used
stamps with very low serial numbers and I am
yet to find any of the pruta series from above

8



made the same mistake twice. What is more
likely in this case, is that they are errors, in
that one stamp in each strip had the monetary
unit missing and were issued this way. The
error was then discovered after the first
printing and then corrected. Again they are

Capital Philately

listed by Wallerstein. All of the stamps are
fairly easy to find used with the exception of
the top value, which is not common. Full tab
mint copies of the low values are not hard to
find but the values from 25ag and up are
much scarcer, with the 5I.L. being rare. This

Figure 28 These accounting tax stamps without monetary unit are unlisted by Wallerstein

not common used and unknown mint so more
examples need to be found to prove my
theory. A used pair would be ideal.

Agorot Values

In about 1959, the accounting tax stamps were
re-issued in agorot and lirot values (100ag =
I I.L.).

Broad Printing - The first set of agorot values
is quite distinctive in that the stamps have
intense colours, the font used is quite thick
(hence the broad printing moniker), serial
numbers are in black and have no prefix. The
set is printed on stag watermark paper and
comprises stamps both fully perforated (P)
and fully rouletted (R), although not all
stamps exist with both. The set comprises the
following values 2ag (P & R), 3ag (P & R),
6ag (P & R), lOag (P), 25ag (P), 50ag (P &
R), lI.L. (P) and 5I.L. (R) and examples are
shown in Figure 29. The 50ag rouletted isn't

mn::u;n O~

-)lC 10 "13 ~

...
fiUi3D1n

.,. 10
~~~4753684753

is not completely surprising when you
consider that the 5I.L. value is worth 250
times that of the 2ag value. Hence whilst you
may not be concerned about using up a 5c or
10c stamp you are unlikely to leave a $10 or
$20 stamp lying about. This would be the
same with these accounting tax stamps. It
also explains why the top values were used
less frequently as opposed to multiple of
lower values.

Regular Printing - I call them the regular
printing because the font is finer and the
colours not as deep. This is a complex group
of stamps that Wallerstein attempted to sort
out by watermark, perforation (regular versus
rouletted) and the prefix to the serial number.
Where he came unstuck is by worrying about
the prefixes No., Nr & *. These can appear on
the same sheet so add an unnecessary
complication to his classification. He would
have been better to study the perforations
more although I haven't even started doing

this yet, apart
from the obvious
rouletted stamps.
He lists values
ranging from 2pr
to 25 I.L. some of
which are shown
In Figure 30.

Wallerstein's
classification is a
little complex and
doesn't cover all
the stamps known.

n"'lPn Ot)
";5.- M/9

014766

Rouletted

Figure 29 First agorot value accounting stamps (broad printing) (65%)
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I have found five unlisted
perforation/watermark combinations of values
that are not listed. Figure 31 illustrates a 51.L.
lilac stamp that is on Israeli watermarked
paper with regular perforations. Wallerstein
also lists a 151.L. lilac value on the same
paper with the same watermark as the 5I.L.
value and that I have never seen mint or used.
I wonder whether the 15I.L. value listed is in

~-"" ... .. . .. fact a typo
and should be
51.L. Another
reason I
believe this is

because
15I.L. is such
an odd value.

Wallerstein
also lists three
values from
this set that

Figure 31 Unlisted 5LL

are imperforate between the stamp and the
tab. I can add three other values to this list
which are illustrated in Figure 32. The stamps

N2 03514Q
'" --..

n'l1:2Wn en
''''5 ::113
N2 03329

nW'I::lwn'DD

.'" 10 .-Ji.9 • .a'•• 1U'

N~ 019343

nU'I!lW" D1:)

'IN 25 . !l~OI

Nr: 029997

Figure 32 lmperfbetween stamp and tab (72%)
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are also overprinted 'void' in Hebrew and are
almost certainly of specimen status.

I
1
I

I' u'-I;;-l d ~i I
!.~: ..':l ..,{l~~.:?-'~J~."l ••• 1 I
\ 1'·:~~~.;Li.:::§..~J..~::..L·:~~~~~' 1-
~ ~ --•.~ -~ .. :i10'nn, I

I
i

-I
j

, I
I '

Figure 33 Typical invoice bearing accounting tax
stamps from the first two printings. (65%)

Figure 33 illustrates a typical document with
these stamps used to pay the accounting tax.
Given their widespread use such documents
are fairly common although the 51.L. and
251.L. values are not often seen on
documents. The value of the invoice would
have needed to be fairly high for a 251.L.
stamp to be used as the tax rates were quite
low. The majority of values are common used
with the 21.L. and 51.L. a little less common
but they do turn up in mixed lots. However,
the 25I.L. value appears to be quite scarce to
rare used and I have only seen a few copies.
As stated above I have never seen the 151.L.
value and I am not sure it exists, but I may be
wrong. Mint is another story with these

Volume 27, No.4



stamps. Most values to IOag can be found as
full tab stamps with original gum, although
some perforation/watermark combinations are
less common than others. From 25ag up they
are much harder to find, except the no
watermark varieties that were the last printed
and a little more common. The higher values
are actually quite rare mint and rarely turn up,
although regummed values (particularly the
5I.L.) are often seen as many of these stamps
were not cancelled when used.

These stamps were very widely used and there
are some interesting varieties known, mainly
missing values or missing serial numbers.
Figure 34 illustrates one such value.

, .
N~ 084909

N~ 084909

Figure 34 3ag missing value

Agorot Values - New Design

Red Serial Numbers - In the early I960s the
design was changed to a squarer one but still
in the stamp/tab format. The serial numbers
were printed in red and they had no prefix.
The values included 2ag, 3ag, 5ag, 6ag, Oag,
25ag, 50ag, 80ag, II.L., 2I.L., 5I.L. and 25
1.L. The interesting aspect of these stamps is
they the vertical perforation is either regular
(P) or rouletted (R) at different positions
across the stamp tab combinations. You can
find the stamps with all three vertical

.nuuwnVXI J11JU.wn,n. n-tsu.wn'D'D

2 2 2
"",!l.K 2U'11~K

n",.).K
"Y."Y31 "132

033761 020822 012850
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perforations regular (PPP) or with two of the
three rouletted (RRP & PRR) but never with
all three rouletted. These are illustrated in
Figure 35. What I believe happened is that
these stamps were printed in sheets of four
stamp/tabs across and ten stamps down and
were perforated as follows PPPRRRPPP. This
gives the following stamp combinations PPP,
PRR, RRP & PPP which accords with what I
have recorded.

These stamps were widely used and relatively
easy to find used on documents. The 51.L. is
uncommon used whilst the 25I.L. is scarce to
rare, particularly on document. Figure 36
illustrates a typical document with the stamps
on them. Documents with the tabs (kept by

Figure 36 New design accountancy stamps in
combination with earlier series.

Figure 35 New design accounting tax stamps - the three perforation types. (80%)
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the vendor) are less commonly seen. As with
the previous issue the low values are not hard
to find mint but the lirot values are much
harder with the SI.L. value being quite scarce
and the 2SI.L. value being rare. There are a
few errors such as missing serial number or
background known as illustrated in Figure 37.

~,,'unwnVD
3

single stamps are identical to the fully
perforated stamps from the earlier set. They
are not common mint although the low values
to about 10ag aren't difficult. The higher
values are much harder to find and the SI.L. is
very hard. There do not appear to be any
major errors of these stamps and my gut
feeling is that they were not in use long before
the next set was issued.

7.,,,,::,,,," 'Db .Jlll1:nun 1712

3
"""1.l1'<

11802;/6 '"1'180266

Figure 38 Missing background printing (85%)

Red Serial Numbers (with sepach) - the tab
has the word sepach added to indicate that the
tab was to be placed on the provider copy of
the paperwork. During the mid-1960s these
stamps were issued in the following values
according to Wallerstein 2ag, 3ag, Sag, 6ag,
8ag, lOag, 16ag, 24ag, 25ag, 50ag, ILL.,
21.L., and 5LL. The 8ag, I6ag and 24ag were
new and the need for such values probably
arose from a change in the tax rate. It is
interesting to note the 25I.L. top value was
not issued and was probably little needed. In
addition to these values I have also recorded
the 80ag value, albeit from a tab only. It
would appear to be a rare stamp. Examples
are illustrated in Figure 38.

This issue is on unwatermarked paper and
only appear with normal perforations. They
do not appear to have had the mix of normal
perforation and rouletting that the earlier issue
had. These stamps are not hard to find used
although given that only the tab changed used

Figure 39 Black serial numbers

Black Serial Numbers - in the late 1960s
these stamps were reprinted with black serial
numbers and were in use until April 1977
when a VAT was brought in and the stamps
were no longer needed. As these stamps were

is use for nearly a decade
and were widely used
there were many new
values added as follows:
Agorot values 5, 8, 10,
16,20,30,32,40,50,80
and lirot values 1, 1.20,
2, 4, 10, 20 and 25 plusFigure 38 Sepach added to tab to indicate it was to be placed on provider copy
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the following overprints 10/8ag, 10/32ag,
20116ag and 20/24 ago Figure 39 illustrates
copies of some values. I can also add a
20/32ag overprint (Figure 40) and a 25ag

value.

VVhere these
stamps get really
interesting is in
the reprints.
There are a

__ ." ... ._ .. variety of gum
Figure40 Unlisted overprint and paper types

that make this a
very interesting set to collect. The stamps are
all relatively easy to get mint up to the 20LL.
value, however, the 251.L. top value is a very
scarce stamp that is seldom seen mint or used.
I must admit that I don't know why the top
value is so scarce. The only other values that
would be rare are the 20/32ag and the 25ag
values which I have only seen used. With the
high numbers printed errors are also a little
more common with these stamps with missing
backgrounds, missing values and missing
serial numbers showing up - an example is
illustrated in Figure 41. Usage is also very
common and a typical invoice is shown in
Figure 42.

Figure41 2I.L. missing value (60%)

1977 Provisional Issue

On 1 April 1977 the stock of accounting tax
stamps was withdrawn but shortly before this
many post offices found that they were short
of stamps. A new printing was ordered but
there were labour problems on the wharfs and
the right paper to print them was unavailable.
The stamps are normally printed with four
stamp/tab pairs across and ten down - sheets
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Figure42 High value invoice

of 40. However, the new narrower paper
could only accommodate three stamp/tab
pairs. The stamp printer therefore had to try to
erase the fourth stamp/tab pair on the left of
the sheet. This was less than successful and
the erasure was quite poor on some values.
Figure 43 illustrates a single with remnants of
the fourth stamp in the margin. On the 4I.L.
value this tended to be guillotined off. These
stamps are best collected as strips of three or
at least as the stamp at the left with the
margin. There were twelve values reprinted
this way and mint sets are not too hard to get.
Used copies would not be common and in
most cases virtually impossible to tell from
earlier issues, unless the tab is shown.

This was the last of the accounting tax stamps
and their use over 27 years and a variety of
types makes this a set worth collecting as a
single subject. In some ways it is a pity that
the VAT was not collected using stamps,
although that may have been a huge task.
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In a search for information, the author has
submitted this article, (with differing
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Society acknowledges first publication in the
Bulletin of the New South Wales Card
Collectors 'Society. (editor)

C.A. Pitt Pty Ltd
Postcard Publishers from 1952

Bronte Watts

This Company was founded by Charles
Andrew Pitt, wholesale merchant, at 435
Payneham Road, Payneham (a suburb of
Adelaide, South Australia) on 14th July 1952
as C.A. Pitt and Co. The company became
C.A. Pitt Limited on 21 51 December 1955 as a
private, listed company having moved to 14
Provident Avenue Glynde (also an Adelaide
suburb). The company converted to a
proprietary company on 9thOctober 1964.

The first directors were Charles Andrew Pitt
and Venus Corontia Pitt, his wife, appointed
on 11511956. Mrs Pitt died on 1817/1978.
Their son, Geoffrey Charles Pitt, was
appointed a director on 29/511959 and joined
the company as a salesman, being appointed
manager on 24/611976. The business of C.A.
PITT Pty Ltd was investment, Investor
Dealer, Financier and Managers of Real and
Personal Property in South Australia,
Manufacturers and Merchants. The original
capital of the company was 50,000 pounds
divided into 50,000 shares of one pound each.
A separate company was established on
9/6/1060 as Souvenirs Australia Pty Ltd,
retaining the same address. Souvenirs

14

Australia Pty Ltd are makers of badge ware of
all types, Manufacturers, printers, textile
printers, wholesalers, transfers, iron-on
transfers, flocked emblems, school jackets,
club requirements, advertising promotional
products, sports wear, and embroidered,
woven or flocked monograms. They also
produced boomerangs, hats, caps, pens,
postcards, view books & folders, slides,
rulers, novelties, spoons, pencils, car stickers,
koala bears, fur products, jewellery, scarves,
tea-towels, place mats & tablecloths, wall-
hangers, local view items, ploy bags, coat
badges, pottery, T-shirts, souvenir textiles,
leatherwear, hanks, pennants and view china.

Figure 1: C.A. Pitt Ltd Factory at 14 Provident
Avenue, GLYNDE, South Australia in the 1980's

Charles Andrew Pitt

C.A. Pitt, the 6th and last child of Henry
Ernest Pitt, orchardist of Payneham, and
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Emma Sydonia James was born in 1911 at
"Kapoola", the family home. He was educated
at Payneham School and Prince Alfred
College which he left in 1928, going to work
with his Father on the family orchard for a
short time. During the Depression, he
obtained work with "Metal & Machinery Co"
and later with Harry Reginald James and Co.
After a few years he was transferred, in 1935,
to Sydney as NSW representative for this
company. On January so" 1936 he married
Venus Corontia Fidge at the Methodist
Church in Payneham. For the next seven years
they lived in Sydney where their two children
were born - Geoffrey Charles in 1938 and
Jennifer Trevenen in 1941. The family
returned to Adelaide in 1942 to live at
Payneham while Charles served in the A.I.F.
in Morotai and Borneo, being discharged
1946. At the start of the 1950's he formed the
company first described above to be followed
by Souvenirs Australia, the latter company
trading extensively interstate as well as in
South Australia.

In the early 1950' s he also purchased land in
the South East of South Australia, properties
were developed at Lucindale ands Willow
Creek for grazing purposes but were later
sold. Charles was a Charter member of the
Rotary Club of Glen Osmond and was
particularly interested in community service.
Retiring from active participation in his
companies in 1975, he was followed by his
son Geoffrey, who is now Managing Director.

In 1995 the company moved from Adelaide to
the Gold Coast, Queensland. When relocating
to Queensland, all old postcards, photos etc
were destroyed. Souvenirs Australia was sold
in 2002, while the founder, Charles Andrew
Pitt died in 2004.

Black & White Pitt Postcards

The earliest Pitt postcards were produced in
conjunction with S.R. Delmont and are not
further referred to in this article. They had
simple typewritten titles and what appears to
be a rubber stamped "POSTCARD" on the
back
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The first postcards produced by Charles Pitt
were black and white, originally printed in
Germany, and later used for heating the
copper at home on washing days (the quantity
needed for the print runs was so far in excess
of sales!) Black and white cards were then
made at his factory by Greber Machine,
(possibly installed in ]955) which cut the
postcards to the correct size, and then printed
on the back of each card.

The backs of Pitt's cards had a range of
publishing details related to the current status
ofthe firm and included:

POSTCARD
A GENUINE PHOTOGRAPH
Published by C.A.PITT LTD,
Payneham S.A. (Fig. 2)

POSTCARD
PRINTED IN AUSTRALIA
A PITT CARD
COPYRIGHT RESERVED

POSTCARD
A GENUINE PHOTOGRAPH
PUBLISHED BY SOUVENIRS (AUST)
LTD
For C.A.PITT LTD, Payneham, SA.

POSTCARD
A GENUINE PHOTOGRAPH
Published by C.A.PITT & CO.
Payneham S.A.

POSTCARD
PRINTED AND PUBLISHED IN
AUSTRALIA
BY SOUVENIRS AUSTRALIA LTD
Sketch of kangaroo & joey (Fig. 3)

A PITT CARD
COPYRIGHT RESERVED
MADE IN AUSTRALIA
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POST CARD
A GijN~INE Pfid:fO(iRAPH

fu!,/;shed by C: A. PITT LTD.
fa)neham.; sA

white cards (and also the hand coloured ones).
Text on the full colour cards may differ and

I

I
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Figure 2: Back of card 3557 showing text box (C.A.PITT LTD).
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Figure 3: back of Souvenir of: ... (Souvenirs Australia and kangaroo)
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will be the subject of a later article. Some
cards had a plain back, while others had some
of the text vertically along the left hand edge.
It is thought that the plain numbered cards
first appeared before the "P" series, but that
they then were printed as needed. The black &
white multi-view cards first appeared in the
late 1950's. Text blocks are known printed in
either blue or red. Many cards did not have a
vertical marking to separate address and
message areas! Numbering for both series is
thought to start at 1001.

Some cards appear in the listings with a "B"
suffix, suggesting that there is an earlier
version with either a different picture or text.
Pitt occasionally made a mistake, as can be
seen in the "P" series listing where there are
two cards both numbered P1496! No number
is given for the card of "The Marlin Hotel,
Ulladulla" - the information came from a
small picture in an auction catalogue where
the number was illegible! Figures 4-6
illustrate examples of the three types ofB&W
cards whilst the table at the end of the article
lists cards known to me.

Capital Philately

Coloured cards

Pitt's first move into colour was to produce
"hand" coloured cards, apparently using
existing black and white images.

Charles Pitt published the first colour cards in
South Australia in the early 1950's. Blocks
were made by S.R.Delmont Ltd, and printed
by McCallums at Norwood, until a printing
works was set up in conjunction with their
business at Glynde. Black and white were
produced in the photo section until it was
closed when the quality of coloured cards
improved tremendously and trade improved in
colour.

Pitt produced large numbers of coloured
cards, identifying numbers and brief titles
were printed on the back of the card, not the
picture side. They may be the subject of a
future article

Figure 4: 3338 The Skyway, KATOOMBA, N.S.W.
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Figure 5: ST. ANDREWS CATHEDRAL, CANBERRA, A.C.T. P1496
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Figure 6: Souvenir ofYASS, N.S.W.
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Table of Pitt Postcards

N.S.W. & A.C.T. * Numbered Series
2455 THE BURLINGTON PRIVATE HOSPITAL, KATOOMBA N.S.W.
2544 FEDERAL PARLIAMENT HOUSE, CANBERRA A.C.T
2614 BROADWAY, JUNEE, N.S.W.
2615 OLYMPIC SWIMMING POOL, JUNEE, N.S.W.
2622 COMUR STREET, YASS, N.S.W.
2624 PIONEERS MONUMENT, 5 MILES FROM GUNDAGAI
3116 ROAD AND RAILWAY BRIDGES, GUNDAGAI, N.S.W.
3292 TOCUMWAL BRIDGE, TOCUMWAL, N.S.W.
3331 THE SKYWAY, KATOOMBA, N.S.W.
3338 THE SKYWAY, KATOOMBA, N.S.W.
3458 VIEW INSIDE BEGONIA HOUSE, BATHURST, N .S.W.
3557 OLYMPIC SWIMMING POOL, COWRA, N.S.W.
3603 FORSTER TONCURRY BRIDGE, FORSTER, N.S.W.
3692 WARRAGAMBA DAM, N.S.W.
3693 WARRAGAMBA DAM, N.S.W.
3697 ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH, ORANGE, N.S.W.
3759 ACADEMY OF SCIENCE, CANBERRA, A.C.T.
3838 BOAT HARBOUR, ULLADULLA,N.S.W.

MARLIN HOTEL, ULLADULLA, N.S.W.
3857 ELIZABETH ST, SYDNEY, N.S.W.
3899 BATHURST DISTRICT, BATHURST, N.S.W.
4082 SUBLIME POINT, N.S.W.
4101 MOTEL, BATEMANS BAY, N.S.W.
4152 CIVIC CENTRE FROM KINGS PARADE, BATHURST, N.S.W.
4617 DOG ON THE TUCKERBOX, 1932

*Note that numbers may come before or after the title.

N.S.W. & A.C.T.* P Series
P 1090 CIRCULAR QUAY, SYDNEY HARBOUR, N.S.W.
P 1343 LOOKING SOUTH FROM SUBLIIME POINT, N.S.W.
P 1382 POOL OF REFLECTIONM, WAR MEMORIAL, CANBERRA
P 1490 ORPHAN ROCK, KATOOMBA, N.S.W.
P 1492 LOOKING SOUTH FROM SUBLIIME POINT, N.S.W.
P 1493 THROUGH THE ROCKS, SUBLIME POINT, N.S.W.
P 1496 ST. ANDREWS CATHEDRAL, CANBERRA, A.C.T
P 1496 BULLI PASS, N.S.W.
P 1497 LOOKING SOUTH SUBLIIME POINT, N.S.W.
P 1503 BOA T HARBOUR & MT. KIERA, WOLLONGONG
P 1537 ROYAL HOTAL, SHERIDAN ST., GUNDAGAI

SOUTH AFRICAN WAR MEMORIAL, KINGS PARADE, BATHURST,
P 1587 N.S.W.
P 1773 MARKET STREET, BALRANALD, N.S.W.
P 1783B OVERLOOKING SOUTH COAST FROM "BULLI LOOKOUT", N.S.W.
P 2066 EAST STREET, NARRANDERA, N.S.W.
P 2138 THE THREE SISTERS, KATOOMBA, N.S.W. (dated 12/7/59)

PIONEER'S MONUMENT, "DOG ON THE TUCKERBOX", 5 MILES
P 2272B FROM GUNDAGAI, N.S.W.

PIONEER'S MONUMENT, "DOG ON THE TUCKERBOX", 5 MILES
P 2290 FROM GUNDAGAI, N.S.W.

*Note that numbers may come before or after the title.
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N.S.W.&
A.C.T.* Souvenir of (multiview cards, 4 quarters plus central "insert"), B& W*

Souvenir of JUNEE, N.S.W., oval insert Diesel Electric locomotive
Souvenir of GOULBURN, N.S.W, octagonal insert Belmore Park
Souvenir ofTEMORA, N.S.W., oval insert Hoskin Street
Souvenir of PARKES, N.S.W. Insert RADIO TELESCOPE
Souvenir of SHELL HARBOUR, N.S.W. Oval insert Harbour Oval
Souvenir of BATHURST, N.S. W. Insert carillion tower
Souvenir ofYASS, N.S.W., text in outline map of Australia (no Tasmania!)
Souvenir of PALM BEACH, N.S.W., text in outline map of Australia (no Tasmania!)
Souvenir of PARKES, N.S.W., text in outline map of Australia (no Tasmania!)
Souvenir of CONDOBOLIN, N.S.W., text in outline map of Australia (no Tasmania!)
Souvenir ofWAGGA WAGGA, N.S.W., text in outline map of Australia (no
Tasmania!)
PEAK HILL, insert view of CASWELL STREET
Souvenir ofWILCANNIA, N.S.W. insert drawing of ABORJGINE WITH SPEAR
Souvenir ofBALRANALD N.S.W. text in irregular shape

* Note the cards are not numbered

(1 am currently listing all states postcards and would be please if members could send me scans
of any old Pitt postcards, or loan me the cards for copying for afuture book which 1am
preparing. 1particularly require:
1) 'P' series black & white cards
2) Numbered series black & white
3)
4)
5)

Souvenirs Australia black & white
Map of Australia black & white
NSW coloured series.

Please forward to Mr. Bronte Watts, Unit 3,3 Cosgrove St, Magill, SA, 5072.
Phone: (08) 8431 0549; email: wttsbmt@vahoo.com.au)

CANBERRA STAMPSHOW 2010
Friday 12 - Sunday 14 March 2010

HELLENIC CLUB OF CANBERRA
MATILDA STREET, WODEN, ACT

A ra Post, AAA Ace Philatelic Auctions, Andrew Kimonides, Argyll Etkin Blue Owl's Stamps,
Burstamps, Capital Collectables, Charles Leski Auctions, Chris Swinbank, Ohris Rainey (UK), Compustamp (US), Cover
Connections, David Holmes Philatelist (NZ), David Morrison (UK), Eddie J Cummings; Edlins of Canberra, Euro Yu Oz Pty
Ltd, Fiveways Philatelics, Hamiltons for Stamps, Leo Jakimow, Michael Eastick & Assoc., Mike White (Thailand), MPN
Stamps, Peter Singer (US), Pittwater Philatelic Services, Prestige Philately Pty Ltd, Richard Juzwin, Ritchie Bodley (UK),
Shields Stamps & Coins, Stamp News (Kevin Morgan), Sydney Stamp Centre, Tasmanian Stamp Auctions, Torsten Weller,
Willard Allman (US), William Carson (N

For more details see the website www.canberrastamps.org
All inquiries and orders to:

The Secretary, Canberra Stampshow 2010
GPO Box 1840, CANBERRA ACT 2601

e-mail: lisa.slade6@bigpond.com Tel: 0417672 543
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